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Introduction

The unique geographical position of Egypt acting as a bridge between the continents is the reason of why so many migrating birds are concentrated and stopped over Egypt, Birds’ bones were found at the site of Wadi Shoatha near Gebel el Silsila (17,000-12000BC.) in the site E.71 K.20,1 birds form where known in slate palettes, on pottery2, ivory combs and pins3 and flint in the form of a bird or flying bird.4 The northern Delta’ Lakes act as a major refuge for many species of bird from the 2nd Dynasty,5 onwards.6 Several species of birds can be identified, they were 737, in Sir A. Gardiner’ sign lists were 62 sixty-two standard hieroglyphics depicted birds and parts of birds, including the hoopoe.8

Hoopoe *upupa epopas* is a very common resident breeding bird and passage-migrant, it found on farmland, fields and gardens, it

---
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raises its large crest when excited and lives on insects and warms.  
Phonatic is $Db$ in $\mathbb{H}\mathbb{C}_{\mathbb{H}}$, $Dbt$, it gives the meaning a brick in the pyramid Text 240 as follows: “O you expectoration of a wall, you vont of a brick, what comes of your mouth is turned back against yourself”.  
The Hoopoe sign gives also the meaning of $Dbt$ $nt$ $inb$ $\mathbb{H}\mathbb{C}_{\mathbb{H}}$ a birk in a wall, staff, forming of the brick in $Dbt$ and a shrine in $Dbt$. Hoopoe appeared as a Hieratic sign in ancient Egyptian papyri. It appeared in the papyri of Ebers, Kahoun, and Westcar as the word $Dbt$. It
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9 B.Bruun, Common Birds, p. 34, (4 : 22), pl. 10; Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 469.
10 Wb, VI, 553, 554.
12 Wb, V, 554/4.
13 Wb, V, 554/18.
14 Wb, V, 554, gr.
15 W. Wreszinski, The Text of Papyrus Ebers (Leipzig, 1913), 47 (246), 93 (276); حسن كمال ، الطب المصري القديم (القاهرة ، 1998) ، ص 405 ، وصفة 277 ، وصفة 278.
16 F. L. Griffith, Hieratic papyri from Kahun & Gurab, (1898), (5-11), (23-11).
17 Papyrus of Westcar, 11, 3.
used also as a letter $Db^{18}$ or $\text{٢}^{19}$ and appeared in Koptic TWBE- TWBI.

Swamp hunts were first and foremost an highly valued by the mobility through all periods of Egyptian history, it consists of two elements- fish spearing and bird hunting with throwing stick.\(^2\) The king himself was the royal hunter to defeat his enemies (of Egypt and the underworld). So every deceased person was now portrayed himself as a royal activities and to defend himself in the beyond against the dangers that threatened him in the underworld. The scene magically was also the rebirth of the deceased, a social event and an erotic scene.\(^3\) The researcher suggests that the swamp hunts’ scene represented the lake of bird and fish as seen in the coffin Text, spells 34 ix di-i m33 r-i sxt Xrj 3pdw (3pdw-rmw): I will cause (you) to see for me (the king) the field of birds (birds and fish).\(^4\)

In the Tombs of 6\(^{th}\) Dynasties at Saqqara daily life scenes were represented and Tombs of the Nobles at Middle and Upper Egypt,\(^5\) specially the swamp hunt scenes which depicted Hoopoe in ancient Egypt as seen in these documents. Hoopoe was kept for pleasure in ancient Egypt, several wall-appointed tombs dating from the early time of the 4\(^{th}\) Dynasty, Children of both sexes regularly appear on tomb-chapel walls standing naked close to their

\(^{18}\) Valeurs phonetiques des signes Hieroglyphiques d’Epoque Greco-Romaine (Montpellier, 1988), 343/1401, p. 87.

\(^{19}\) Ibid, 845/1402, p. 87; Wb, V, 561.

\(^{20}\) Wb, V, 553.


parents’ side, they clutch a colorful pert Hoopoe appeared in the fish spearing (fishing) and the swamp hunt (fowling), it was a social event in which women and children participated, as seen in these figures:

I- Hoopoe in The Old Kingdom:

**Doc.1**: The Mastaba of Queen Mersy- Ankhi II (G. 7530,7540) 4th Dyn. The scene depicted, the king’s beloved wife Mersy- Ankhi is standing with her mother queen Hetphers II and in front of her feet a marked boy is walking to the left with face turn right, he wears a side-lock. In the right hand he grasps a hoopoe by its wings over his head. His name is written “Khenkerka xnt- r- k3 (fig. 1).”

**Doc.2**: The Mastaba of Queen Mersy- Ankhi II. Giba 4th Dyn. The scene depicted the prince Neb- m- akht as a man walking to the left, behind him three children all facing left nom inscribed, in the center is a naked girl carrying a hoopoe held by the wings in her right hand (fig. 2).

**Doc.3**: The Temple of king Weserkaf at Saqqara. 5th Dyn. Cairo Museum- limestone. A scene from court the funerary temple of king Weserkaf at Saqqara was depicted in a fine relief’s of the spearing fish and hunting of birds with throwing-stick in a papyrus marsh, it is full of beautifully drawn birds among them was a hoopoe standing on a papyrus facing left (fig. 3).

**Doc. 4**: The Temple of king Weserkaf at Saqqara 5th Dyn. Cairo Museum. The limestone scene represented the life of the king.
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28 Ibid, pl. VII, p.14, fig. 7.
Weserkaf as a private man, it depicted a net which had been thrown over one of the trees to catch small birds, other birds hover in the air above the trees, the Hoopoe is one of them (fig. 4)  

**Doc. 5** : The Tomb-chapel of Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep at Saqqara 5th Dyn. . The lowing scene of this Tomb-chapel, depicted the deceased with his beloved wife Khentkaws, hunt in the swamp which filled birds, he took the roll of the king in afterlife. The grave her as a site of eternal life, every deceased person was now allowed to portray himself at the royal activities, here the deceased folds a hoopoe and another small bird in his right hand, while the text above him gives the hoopoe as a determinative for word 3bdw (bird), its reads: „... bHs 3bd .... m pHw .... nHt : “throw stick... the bird ... in the marsh-land ... of the Delta. and there is a Hoopoe hover his wings on the the papyri swamp (fig.5) 

**Doc. 6** : The Tomb-chapel of Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep at Saqqara 5th Dyn. . The fishing scene of the Tomb-chapel depicted the Hoopoe hovers on the swamp and also another Hoopoe stands on the papyrus (fig.6) .

**Doc. 7** : The Mastaba of Ptahhotep at Saqqara 5th Dyn. . In the fishing scene, the deceased Akht-Hotep with his elder son Ptahhotep were watching the products of fields and the fishing, the boy was represented stand facing left and holding a Hoopoe by wings (fig.7) .

**Doc. 8** : The Mastaba of Ptahhotep at Saqqara, 5th Dyn. . Scene from this Mastaba represented two Hoopoes hover above the papyri on the swamp . (fig.8) .

**Doc. 9** : The Tomb of Neferseshame and Seankhuto at Saqqara 6th Dyn. . The scene of the tomb represented the tomb owner
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30 Smith, *Art and Architecture*, p. 127, 128, fig. 120; LD, II .55 .
33 N.de G.Davies, *The Mastaba of Ptahhotep and Akchethotep at Saqqara*, Part II (London, 1901), pl.III
34 Davies, *Ptahhotep*, Part II, pl. IV.
participating in fishing and fowling with good ability of sculptor and much more of the painter. In the center of the scene is a papyrus thicket, two rows of birds, the first one of the upper row is a hoopoe and the 3rd and last one in the 2nd row are hoopoes, the text reads: xns Ssw pHw "fare throw marshland (fig.9)".

**Doc. 10**: A fishing scene from the tomb of Seankhuptah room I-east wall shows the hoopoe nests on the papyrus, it protects its baby or eggs. (fig. 10, 11).

**Doc. 11**: A scene from the Mastaba of Nikauisesi, 6th Dyn. represented fowling birds. It takes places in a papyrus thicket. The top of the thicket ends in three rows of above which birds are flying, a Hoopoe was identified with his beautiful color, it is the 2nd one left (fig. 12).

**Doc. 12**: A scene from the Tomb of Hesi, Saqqara 6th Dyn. represented a Hoopoe hovers over the papyrus thickets among the flying birds in the fishing scene, and another hoopoe fly’s near the bird nests (fig. 13).

**Doc. 13**: A scene from the tomb of Hesi depicted the fowling scene, the tomb owner is inside his boat with his families (his beloved wife and the eldest son), the Hoopoe flies over the thick papyrus (fig. 14).

**Doc. 14**: A scene from the Tomb of Hesi depicted his children in the second row, it presented different birds, the first one is a son called Khwy holds a hoopoe by the wings with his right hand and at the last is a girl holds also a hoopoe by the wings (fig. 15).
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39 Ibid, pl. 54.
40 Ibid, pl. 15, 53.
Doc. 15: A destroyed fowling scene from the Tomb of Hesi depicted the tomb owner holds three birds in the middle of them is a hoopoe, also the children holds hoopoes (fig. 16-a). 41

Doc. 16: A scene from the Tomb of Hesi, depicts the netting of birds, one hoopoe appeared in presumably a sycamore fig tree (fig. 16-b). 42

Doc. 17: A scene from the Tomb No G. 6000 imy-r 6th Dyn. depicted the triangular net has been outstretched from the crown of first tree which the birds preferred to perch on trees among them is a hoopoe. 43

Doc. 18: A harpooning hippopotamus scene from the tomb of Merruka Saqqara 6th Dyn. depicted the Hoopoe nesting and protecting its baby or eggs (fig. 17). 44

Doc. 19: A scene from the Tomb Chapel of Wattghthr the wife of Merruka and the daughter of king Teti represented her stands facing left wears a tight dress. In front of her stands her son, shown as naked child with a plait of hair, he holds a hoopoe in one hand and lotus flower in the other. The text above him reads s3.s smsw mry.s mry- Teti- rn nfr mry “her eldest son, beloved of here, Meryteti, his beautiful name Mery (fig. 18). 45

Doc. 20: A scene from the Tomb–chapel of the wife of Merruka depicted her son Mryteti holds the stem of the lotus flower and also holds a hoopoe by the wings (fig. 19). 46

Doc. 21: A scene from the tomb of Queen Idout wife of Pepi I from Saqqara 6th Dyn. depicted her standing on a boot in front of a

41 Ibid, pl. 12, 54.
42 Ibid, pl. 56.
46 Ibid, pl. 62, p. 27.
block of birds in papyrus clump of the swamp scene, a hoopoe hovers and turns towards the rows with his curved beek (fig. 20).  

**Doc. 22:** A fishing scene of the Tomb of Pepiankh from Meir 6th Dyn. depicted the tomb owner and his family spearing the large fish, the scene also represented important pictures from the hoopoe’s life, the 1st a hoopoe fly’s owner the swamp, the 2nd another hoopoe protected its babies and the 3rd one stands on his nest. (fig. 21).  

**Doc. 23:** A fowling scene from the Tomb of Pepiankh at Meir depicted the tomb owner and his family, enjoyed fowling as a sport using a boomerang while the Hoopoe protected its nest and babies from a mangos, trying to pit him by its beek and another hoopoe is flying (fig. 22).  

**Doc. 24:** A scene from the tomb of Pepiankh at Meir depicted a hoopoe hovers with his wings over a papyrus thickets (fig. 23).  

**Doc. 25:** A scene of fishing and fowling from the tomb of Neferirtenefer- Giza 6th Dyn. represented the tomb owner and his family on a boat under his open legs his son stands, holds a hoopoe by the wings with his left hand (fig. 24).  

**Doc. 26:** A scene from the Mastaba of Kaemankh at Giza a 6th Dyn. Old Kingdom, represented him and his families in the spearing fish act. The tomb owner stands on a boat and in front of him his son Wrkhw who holds a hoopoe by his wings. (fig. 25).  

**Doc. 27:** A scene from the tomb of Knounes at Zawit el Meitin, represented the tomb owner stands on a boat, uses his boomeranged to hunt the birds, which run over the papyrus thickets.
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47 M. Macramallah, Le Mastaba d’ Idout a Saqqara (1935), pl. VII; J.Vandier, Manuel IV, fig. 154.  
48 N. Kanawati, The Tomb and its significance in Ancient Egypt (Cairo, 1999), p. 119,fig. 30.  
49 Ibid, p. 119, fig. 32; J.Vandier Manuel IV, fig. 155.  
50 J.Vandier, Manuel IV, fig. 419- XII.  
51 J.Vandier, Manuel IV, fig. 399- I, Van de Walle, The Tomb of Neferirtenefer, pl. 9.  
52 J.Vandier, Manuel IV, fig. 407/ XXV.
in the swamp, also a hoopoe was represented hovered with its wings (fig. 26).

**Doc. 28:** A scene from the tomb of Akhet-kher-hr-n from Saqqara 6th Dyn. depicted the netting of birds. A Hoopoe can be seen standing on a tree-branch (fig. 27).

**II- Hoopoe in the Middle Kingdom**

**Doc. 29:** A scene from the tomb-chapel of Khnum-Hotep at Beni Hassan – Tomb No. 3 12th Dyn. depicted the bird-trapping scenes. Beside the fowling and spearing fish in the Marshes, the birds perched and fluted on a acacia tree, also a hoopoe can be seen standing in the lower branch of the tree (fig. 28).

**Doc. 30:** A fowling and spearing fish scenes from the tomb of Sinbi from Meir 12th Dyn. represented the tomb owner standing which his wife on a boat using the boomerang to catch birds. A hoopoe was depicted infront of him on a papyrus swamp (fig. 29).

**III- Hoopoe in the New kingdom:**

Examples of fishing and fowling scenes continued into the New Kingdom as an evidence from Theban Tomb, it shows the hoopoes in the swamp.

**Doc. 31:** A scene from the tomb of Intef TT 155. 18th Dyn., shows the tomb owner throw stick to catch the birds, hoopoe can be seen flying over the swamp (fig. 30), and another hoopoe flited over the thickets in the scene of hunting a hippopotami (fig. 31).

**Doc. 32:** Another scene from the tomb of Intef TT 155, represented the papyrus thicket the hoopoe appeared with his
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53 J.Vandier, *Manuel IV*, fig. 408/ XXX.
54 M. E. MATBE, NCTOPN- R NCKYCTBA, PEBHEFO Boctoka, Tom I (1941), fig. 20, p. 50.
58 J.Vandier, *Manuel IV*, fig. 430/ XXII.
beautiful coolers hovered with his wigs, its tail was depicted different from the old and the middle kingdoms. (fig. 32).  

**Doc.33:** A scene from the tomb of Dhwty-ms TT.32,18th Dyn., represented the tomb owner with his family threw the Boomeranged in the fowling scene. A hoopoe stands on a papyrus in pace(fig. 33).  

**Doc. 34:** A Scene from the tomb of Nefer-Hotep TT. 49 18th Dyn. , represented the tomb owner standing on a boat in fowling scene, a hoopoe appears flying above the papyrus clumps (fig. 34).  

This scene Now is in the Louver Museum. (fig. 35).  

**Doc. 35:** A Scene from the Louvre Museum stela c. 18, represented the spearing fish and fowling scenes, also the hoopoe fly’s on the papyri swamp (fig. 36).  

**IV- The Hoopoe in the Late and Greco-Roman Periods:**  

The scenes of fowling and spearing fish continues in These Periods but the hoopoe disappeared from that scenes because of the funerary ideas which give the scenes its religious targets. There is an important seen in the Greco-Roman period depicted the personification of the Egyptian territories which was associated with the goddess Sekht, where the emblem of the Nome it refers to the Hierographic sign d.was represented with a hoopoe perched on his nest (fig. 37).  

**V- Conclusion:**  

In a country which literally lived on the banks of the river with its aquatic life extended the marshlands in the north, the hoopoe was represented in the Old and Middle Tombs. In the New
Kingdom the hoopoe is disappeared from many scenes of fishing and fowling that because of the Nobles had practiced their act of fishing and fowling in the Fayoum distract, not the marshland of the North. It was many at Saqqara Tombs (fig. 1-20, 27), also depicted little on Giza (figs. 24, 25), Meir (figs. 21-23, 29), Zawit el Maition (fig. 26), Beni Hassan (fig. 28) and Thebes in figs (30-36).

Children of both sexes preferred to clutch a colorful pert Hoopoe as seen in (figs. 1, 2, 7, 15, 18, 19) and in the hand of tomb owner (16-a, 5). The scenes also depicted the hoopoe stands on a papyrus in figs. 6, 3, 39, 34, the hoopoe fly’s in (figs. 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 20, 23, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32), the hoopoe perched on his nest in (figs. 3, 11, 17 and the hoopoe defended his eggs in (fig. 22), also the hoopoe stands on the acacias tree in (figs. 4, 27, 28).

The artist painted the hoopoe with his natural color as seen trace pale red on body, white, yellow and black tail detail.
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الهدوء في مصر القديمة

د. مفيدة حسن الوشاحي

ملخص البحث:

صورت المناظر في مصر القديمة كل أنواع الطيور التي تعيش في البيئة المصرية والمهاجرة، ومن بينها الهدوء الذي عرف في مصر القديمة، كما ذكر في نصوص الأهرام التعويذة رقم (٤٦) واستخدم الهدوء في الطب وكذلك في الكتابة المصرية القديمة. ظهر الهدوء في مناظر المقابر في عصر الدولة القديمة وحتى العصر المتاخر في المناظر التي تمثل صيد الطيور في المستنقعات، وكثرت تلك المناظر في عصر الدولة القديمة في الجبابة المنفية بينما ظل ظهور الهدوء في مناظر عصر الدولة الحديثة لان منطقة الصيد لم تصدد أحراس الدلتا، وإنما كانت في الفيوم، وكذلك ظهر في مناظر الطفولة والحياة الاجتماعية حيث يمسك الأطفال بأيديهم الطيور المحببة لديهم مثل الهدوء.

*جامعة قناة السويس (الجامعة الجديدة) - كلية السياحة والفنادق.